City of Meridian Will Maintain Essential Services throughout Virus Emergency

MERIDIAN, MS – As we all try to navigate a public health crisis unprecedented in our lifetimes, the City of Meridian wants to reassure our citizens that you can count on us to continue to offer all essential services.

Clean, fresh water will continue to flow. Police and fire personnel will continue to protect us. Other city departments will continue to do what’s necessary to protect public safety and health.

“We are taking recommended precautions to minimize the risk of transmitting the coronavirus among our city employees,” said Mayor Percy Bland. “But our employees in critical areas understand that their city needs them now more than ever. I’m tremendously proud and grateful to see how they are stepping up to serve their fellow citizens.”

Please check this page for the latest information. We’ll let you know as soon as possible if we have to curtail or suspend some of our less crucial operations. Although the coronavirus threat is unique, we do have contingency plans in place for emergencies. We are acting on those plans now.

Please continue to follow the guidelines recommended by public health experts, and please continue to take care of yourselves and each other.
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